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House Resolution 676

By: Representatives Dukes of the 154th, Frazier of the 126th, Sims of the 123rd, Smith of the

125th, Howard of the 124th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Crystal Nason on being named 2014 Employee of the Year for Augusta,1

Georgia; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Crystal Nason was named 2014 Employee of the Year for Augusta, Georgia;3

and4

WHEREAS, she is a Property Appraiser II for the Tax Assessor Department where she has5

been employed for three years and, after 14 months as the "Mobile Home Appraiser," has6

served exceptionally well in implementing new procedures to correct a costly county7

operation dysfunction; and8

WHEREAS, her field reviews and ownership contacts are a major component of the "Mobile9

Home Project" of the Tax Assessor's Office; and10

WHEREAS, her positive attitude with property owners, fellow employees, personnel of the11

Tax Commissioner's Office, personnel of the Marshall's Office, and the courts, as well as her12

level of understanding and execution of supervisory directives, defined the project as13

successful; and14

WHEREAS, due to the efforts of Crystal Nason, delinquent tax mobile home accounts are15

down 54 percent from the prior year to date, and the project's success has eliminated the16

collection cost which would impact the offices of Tax Assessor, Marshall, Magistrate Court,17

and the Tax Commissioner at an estimated $500,000 annually; and18

WHEREAS, Ms. Nason's significant organizational and leadership talents, her remarkable19

patience and diplomacy, her keen sense of vision, and her sensitivity to the needs of the20

citizens of this state have earned her the respect and admiration of her colleagues and21

associates; and22
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WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this23

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.24

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that25

the members of this body commend Crystal Nason on being named 2014 Employee of the26

Year for Augusta, Georgia, and extend to her their most sincere best wishes for continued27

health and happiness.28

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized29

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to30

Crystal Nason.31


